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Response to Questions - #1 

 

1. Could the City provide a copy of the current Storm Drainage rates? Or provide a link. 
 
Resolution for drainage rates (1992) 
 

2. Is the City looking at changing the Storm Drainage rate structure? 
 
We are open to suggestions, but want to make sure the rate is updated and relevant 
 

3. The City receives solid waste services from Mid Valley Disposal. Does Mid Valley Disposal set 
the rates and the City adds internal costs to the rate? Is there an agreement in place with Mid 
Valley Disposal? 
 
Mid Valley agreement.  I am following up on your questions regarding the rates for Mid Valley, 
however the person in-the-know is not currently available. 

4. We would like clarity regarding the City’s January 2021 deadline for a draft 
report/deliverables (RFP page 11 of 20). Assuming an October start date, it does not seem 
realistic to complete a study of this nature across multiple utilities by January. Would the City 
be willing to extend the due date for deliverable to mid-year 2021, or possibly prioritize and 
stagger the deliverable deadlines for individual utilities? 
 
The deadline for deliverables may be pushed back as necessary.  The intent is to get it right, and 
staggering deliverables could be an option as well.   
 

5. You have requested a hardcopy of the proposal by the September 11, due date. Given Covid-
19 precautions, can the City please verify that the building will be open and an individual will 
be present to accept a FedEx delivery. 
 
The City Hall is currently closed to the public, however we are receiving FedEx packages.  There 
is typically someone in the front office and the FedEx employees know to knock, wave or 
call.  You can send a soft copy, however the hard copy is still required. 
 


